Remarque
Inscription faite par la section

Summary
A house is the simple topic of this studio. A matter of simple complexity. Starting with a catalogue of references; halving the house; redefining a fragment by reinterpretating, continuing, disagreeing with the half; arriving at a good house. Learning about a house is learning about architecture.

Content
See AR-201(m) Studio BA3 (Taillieu).

Learning Outcomes
By the end of the course, the student must be able to:
• Understanding how detail makes space, how space makes detail or one cannot be without the other one.
• Finding the reference and finding the personal.
• Evolving and revolving by drawing and model and arriving by drawing and model.

Teaching methods
See AR-201(m) Studio BA3 (Taillieu).

Expected student activities
See AR-201(m) Studio BA3 (Taillieu).

Assessment methods
See AR-201(m) Studio BA3 (Taillieu).